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In YBa2Cu3O7−� �YBCO� coated conductors grown by metal organic deposition, in-plane
meandering of grain boundaries �GBs� has been linked to higher critical current density. The authors
investigate this link in individual GBs using transport measurements and scanning Hall probe
microscopy with current reconstruction. They observe current-induced flux entry into a coated
conductor, then model its behavior by imaging YBCO films with single, straight GBs tilted at
various angles to the applied current. They find a strong dependence of critical current on angle,
sufficient to explain the enhancement observed for meandering GBs. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2740610�

High-temperature superconductors are being engineered
for use in high-current applications, including motors, gen-
erators, and power lines.1 In the coated conductor architec-
ture, a YBa2Cu3O7−� �YBCO� film is grown on a flexible
metal tape. The tape is polycrystalline, and its crystal grains
give rise to separate grains in the superconducting layer.
Grain boundaries �GBs� admit magnetic flux at lower-current
densities Jb than the intragranular YBCO’s critical current
density Jc; Jb decreases exponentially with GB angle.2 Much
progress has been made by improving substrates to align the
grains to within a few degrees3,4 and elongate the grains in
the direction of current flow.5 In the superconducting layer,
GBs can be further engineered. For example, chemical dop-
ing improves Jb under some conditions.6 In this work, we
examine a geometric effect arising from the YBCO growth
method.

A recent study7 compared YBCO coated conductors
grown on rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates
�RABiTS� by pulsed laser deposition �PLD� and metal or-
ganic deposition �MOD�. While the films had similar intra-
grain critical current densities Jc, the MOD film had four
times higher intergrain critical current density Jb. The two
growth methods could produce GBs with different chemical
or atomic-scale effects, but the study suggested that the dif-
ferent Jb values stem from the micron-scale geometry of the
GBs: The PLD films replicate the straight GBs of the sub-
strate, while MOD GBs meander relative to these straight
boundaries. A meandering GB crossing a given link will be
longer than its straight counterpart. Thus, meandering will
increase Jb, calculated by dividing the link’s critical current
Ic by its cross-sectional area, even for a constant Jb�, the
current density locally perpendicular to each point of the GB,
calculated by dividing Ic by the GB’s area.

Here, we use magnetic imaging and transport measure-
ments to confirm that the meandering geometry of MOD
films’ GBs is sufficient to explain their enhanced Jb. Our
images show that down to the instrumental resolution of
1 �m, supercurrents redirect to take advantage of GB mean-

dering, achieving a higher macroscopic Jb for the same mi-
croscopic Jb�.

The magnetic images are obtained with a custom-built
large-area scanning Hall probe microscope.8 As a 400 Hz
sinusoidal current is applied to the sample, a Hall sensor
rasters over the sample surface, pausing at each pixel loca-
tion to measure Bz�t� over the full cycle of applied current.
The data are later assembled into a series of images, each
corresponding to a particular phase—and applied current—
within the cycle.

We first image a MOD film—a 400 nm thick YBCO
coated conductor grown by American Superconductor on
RABiTS. Figure 1�a� shows the sample geometry, defined by
laser cuts through the film. The cuts direct the applied cur-
rent to flow through a 200 �m wide�450 �m long link.
The link is held at 40 K and carries 1.3 A �well below Ic� at
the peak of the ac cycle. As depicted by the pink arrows
within the scan area in Fig. 1�a�, the current flows along the
link at the bottom edge of the laser cut, and shielding current
flows around the isolated section of YBCO that constitutes
its upper edge, in response to the field generated by the link.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Sketch of a MOD coated conductor, in which
laser cuts through the film define a bridge that channels the applied current.
�b� Magnetic field Bz over a section of the bridge, imaged via scanning Hall
probe microscopy. Current forces flux into the film’s meandering grain
boundaries. �c� Flux remains trapped when the current returns to zero. �d�
Reconstructed current streamlines overlaid on Bz show that the current
spreads out along the boundaries, and its direction varies to accommodate
their meandering. 40 mA flows between neighboring streamlines.
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These currents force flux into the film from the edges, pri-
marily along the narrow, cracklike features seen in the mag-
netic image, Fig. 1�b�. As the applied current returns to zero
in Fig. 1�c�, flux remains trapped; thus these features are not
actual cracks but instead support supercurrent, albeit with a
lower Jc than the surrounding material. The complete time
evolution over a cycle of applied current is presented as a
movie in the supplemental material.9 Combined magneto-
optic and grain mapping studies of similar samples have
shown that such features are GBs.10 Our image reveals that
the GBs are not straight. By reconstructing the current den-
sity J from the magnetic image,11,12 we show in Fig. 1�d� that
J does change direction to accommodate the shape of the
meandering GBs, at least down to the length scales of the
instrument resolution of about 1 �m.

To model the behavior of a local segment of a meander-
ing GB, we fabricate straight GBs tilted at 0°, 30°, and 60°
in-plane angles across links of fixed width �50 �m�, depicted
in Figs. 2�h�, 2�j�, and 2�m�. We also measure a 50 �m

�500 �m link with no GB. The GB’s length increases as it
tilts toward the direction of current flow between the grains.
We pattern the samples from two nominally identical 180 nm
thick YBCO films, grown epitaxially by pulsed laser deposi-
tion on SrTiO3 bicrystals, each with a straight, symmetric 5°
�001�-tilt GB. The 0° link, Fig. 2�h�, and the link with no GB
occupy one film, while the 30° and 60° links are patterned at
different points along the GB of the second film.

Table I presents current-voltage characteristics of the
links in zero field at 77 K with a critical voltage criterion of
50 nV. Instead of a constant Jb�, we find it increases with
GB tilt, exceeding the expected geometric effect of length-
ening the GB. In fact, at 60° tilt, Jb is equal to the measured
intragrain value, as if the GB were completely transparent
to the current. This strong dependence of Jb on tilt moti-
vates our more detailed study of these samples via magnetic
imaging.

Noise characteristics of the Hall sensor force us to image
at 40 K rather than 77 K. We therefore also measure current-

FIG. 2. ��a�–�f�� Magnetic images Bz and reconstructed streamlines of current J for each of three samples with grain boundaries tilted, as shown in �h�, �j�,
and �m�. The boundary between data and background calculation is identified in the �a� frames by a dashed green box. The magnetic images are all on the same
color scale, shown in �a�. See Ref. 9 for the full set of images presented as a movie. �g�, �i�, and �k� each plot one cycle with the applied currents and measured
voltages for frames �a�–�f�.

TABLE I. Critical current densities of tilted grain boundaries �GBs�. The last row compares the intragrain Jc.
The “CR” column compares current density perpendicular to the GBs as reconstructed from magnetic images at
40 K.

Sample

Jb �MA/cm2� Jb� �MA/cm2�

77 K 40 K 77 K 40 K CR

0° GB 1.4 5.6 1.4 5.6 4.6
30° GB 1.8 4.9 1.6 4.3 3.5
60° GB 4.7 �11.8 2.4 �5.9 4.5
No GB 4.7 12.6
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voltage characteristics in the scanning Hall probe cryostat at
40 K. The 60° GB exceeds expectations again, showing no
resistance up to the maximum current applied. However, the
30° Jb� value, compared to the 0° and 60°, is unexpectedly
low. These results do not vary with the amplitude of ac ap-
plied current, and thus likely do not reflect sample heating;
instead we believe that the 30° GB has degraded slightly
since the 77 K measurements.

Scanning Hall probe images, presented in Fig. 2, reveal
the flux movement that gives rise to these critical currents.
Each of the image series tracks changes in Bz as the applied
current ramps over half an ac cycle. The area surrounding
each image is filled in with a critical state calculation.11 From
each Bz image, we reconstruct a map of J in the film.11,12

The GBs’ limiting effect on critical current is immedi-
ately evident in the magnetic images, where vortices fully
penetrate the GBs but not the grains, even for the 60° sample
where transport saw no effect of the GB. With increasing GB
tilt, however, we must apply successively greater currents to
force flux across the GBs, leading to greater flux penetration
into the grains.

The J streamlines reveal an abrupt change in direction at
each boundary. This is a consequence of the current spread-
ing to lower its density when crossing the GB and is ex-
pected from a critical state model,13 whose current stream-
lines are shown in Figs. 2�h�, 2�j�, and 2�m�. One contrast
with the model is that the observed flux enters asymmetri-
cally: predominantly from the top of the 0 ° boundary, the
bottom of the 30 °, and the top of the 60 °. These asymme-
tries are reproducible over many cycles of applied current,
thus we believe that they stem from real, though not neces-
sarily large, asymmetries in the samples.

From the reconstructed J, we can directly extract Jb�,
the component of J perpendicular to the GB �Table I column
6�, for comparison with transport. We average over pixels in
a region around the GB that we expect to have reached the
intragrain Jc, from the critical state model. Jb� is consistent
between the 0° and 60° samples, which contrasts with the
transport results, supporting the picture of Jb proportional to
the GB length and showing that the 60° critical current is still
below that of the intragrain material. The 30° Jb�, as in the
40 K transport results, is anomalously low.

The magnetic images offer some insight into why trans-
port yields higher Jb� values, particularly for the 60° GB
compared to either of the other two. First, we estimate the
voltage accompanying Jb� from the product of the rate at
which the flux front moves along the GB and the density of
vortices along the GB. This yields 10 nV, which is less than
the 50 nV transport criterion, so we expect current recon-
struction to yield lower Jb� than transport. Second, we inte-
grate portions of the magnetic images to estimate the density

of vortices along the GBs. We find that the density is lowest
for the 60° GB—6 vortices/�m compared to 10 and 11 for
the 30° and 0° GBs. Thus to achieve a fixed voltage criterion,
the vortices must flow faster along the 60° GB, requiring a
higher Jb�.

In summary, both transport and magnetic measurements
show that GBs admit higher currents as they tilt toward the
direction of current flow. Though transport indicates that Ic
increases faster than the GB length, magnetic images at
lower voltage criteria are consistent with a proportional in-
crease. In either case, this geometric effect can significantly
increase the critical currents of coated conductors with a me-
andering GB microstructure, whether that microstructure
arises from MOD growth or is otherwise engineered into the
material.
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